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Algorithm 1: Steps In One Training Iteration
Input: Video V , Annotated Caption C (can be batched).
Inherit the Event Captioner C, Sentence Localizer L, and

Induced Set Attention Block (ISAB) I from previous
iteration;

Load a predefined set of event proposals G, Q← ∅;
for Gi ∈ G do

C(I(V ), Gi)→ (Ci,Si); // Output
captions and features.
// ISAB is abstracted as a feature

transformer for clarity.
Q.append((Gi,Ci,Si));

Select the best (Ĝ, Ĉ, Ŝ) from Q based on caption
confidences;

L(V , Ŝ)→ (W s,W v); // Localize the
sentence.
// Losses that connect C and L.
For C, compute captioning loss with (Ĉ, C) guided by
W s;

For L, compute localization loss between Ĝ and W v;
// Losses within L.
For L, compute contrastive loss and MIL loss within L;
Perform gradient-based parameter updates for {C,L,I};

1. Algorithm Description
We show the simplified sequence of steps during training

and inference in Algorithms 1 and 2.

2. More Model Details
Masked Temporal Attention. The masked temporal at-
tention (adapted from [1]) in our event captioner (Eq. (16))
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Algorithm 2: The Inference Process for One Video
Input: Video V .
Output: Segment predictions with captions.
Load trained parameters for C,L,I;
Initialize the proposals G, Q← ∅;
for iter← 1 to max iter do // max iter can be
1.

for Gi ∈ G do
C(I(V ), Gi)→ (Ci,Si); // Proposal to
sentence.

Q.append((Gi,Ci,Si));
Select the best (Ĝ, Ĉ, Ŝ) from Q; // Similar
to training.

L(V , Ŝ)→ (W s,W v); // Localize the
sentence.

G← TAG(W v); // Generate new
proposals with TAG, and refine G
for the next iteration.

return top K of G, captioned and sorted by caption
confidences.

is formulated as

att(Ṽ ,M(:, Gi),h
(1)
t−1) =

L∑
l=1

βlṼl,

where βl =
M(l, Gi) exp(rl)∑
lM(l, Gi) exp(rl)

,

rl =Wr(tanh(WrV Ṽl +Wrhh
(1)
t−1 + br)),

where Wr, WrV , Wrh and br are trainable parameters.
Masked Temporal Attention is mainly for temporally aggre-
gating video features within the segment indicated by the
mask. The value of M(l, Gi) is 1 if si ≤ l ≤ ei, and other-
wise is 0.

More Implementation Details. The video and sentence
features are linearly transformed with a ReLU activation in



Value M C R B@4

Concept number
1024 7.37 19.86 12.82 1.25
2186 7.49 21.21 13.02 1.33

All (5305) 7.45 20.73 12.96 1.29

Concept type
Verb (615) 7.18 19.61 12.79 1.23

Noun (1571) 7.34 19.92 12.85 1.26
Verb+Noun (2186) 7.49 21.21 13.02 1.33

Table 1: Study on the number and type of concepts.

Eq. (6). The number of heads in the MAB(·) function is
generally set to 4. The FFN(·) has two fully connected lay-
ers with ReLU activation and a residual connection from its
inputs to the outputs. The γ in Eq. (18) is set to 0.1. A
dropout layer with ratio 0.5 is applied to each of the LSTM
outputs (Eq. (16)). As in most video captioning methods,
we generate captions using beam search and the beam size
is set to 5.

3. More Ablation Experiments
Table 1 above shows the effects of the number and type

of concepts. We can conclude that (1) as the number in-
creases, there is a point (2186, our final choice) where we
can get more information from more concepts to enhance
the features without having too much noise and making the
concepts too long-tailed; (2) it is better to include verbs and
nouns since they are both important aspects of an event.
But noun concepts are the majority and yield better perfor-
mances than verb concepts.

4. Visualization of the Learned Space
To show how our method models the video-sentence in-

teraction and learn their joint space, we visualize the learned
features with t-SNE1 in Figure 1. We can see that the video
and sentence subspace are initially separated, and the lo-
calization loss we optimize will pull them close and make
them overlap as the training proceeds. More specifically,
we plot the features of multiple clips from a video, and we
can clearly observe that the sentence and video features are
gradually pulled close. Note that although we did not ex-
plicitly enforce the similar videos’ (or sentences’) features
to be close to each other, the features from the same video’s
clips and sentences appear to be clustered, which may be
because the underlying concepts of the video are captured
and can make it easier to cluster similar clips.

5. More Qualitative Results
In Figures 2 and 3, we provide more qualitative results

generated by our method on the testing set. Each figure con-
tains three examples. Figure 2 shows high-quality exam-
ples, where our method can correctly localize and describe

1We also note that t-SNE is sensitive to its hyperparameter settings.

the key events, e.g. ‘a game of cricket’ and ‘volleyball’.
From the examples in Figure 3, we can see that one weak-
ness of the method is that it can generate repetitive captions
for multiple segments. This is due to that inter-segment re-
lation is not modeled and the captioning process of each
segment is independent.
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(a) Feature space at 2k iterations.
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(b) Feature space at 8k iterations.
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(c) Feature space at 14k iterations.
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(d) Feature space at 20k iterations.

Figure 1: t-SNE visualization of the joint feature space (around 2,000 sentence-clip pairs shown here) learned at different
training stages. The ‘+’ markers denote samples from a video bjtjeUcoxkg.mp4.
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A close up of a pot is seen
followed by a person mixing
various ingredients into the pot.

The person continues mixing around
ingredients while the water boils as well as
pouring in noodles.

The man stirs around the noodles and
shows a close up of the plate served.

Ours
The person puts the butter in a
pan and put butter in a pan.

Then the person puts butter on a plate and
put butter on a plate.

A person is seen speaking to the
camera and leads into various
ingredients laid out on a plate.

A person is standing in a kitchen talking to the camera.

People are seen throwing a baseball around as well as
several shots of players playing the game.

People watch on the sides as players react
as well as a man in a hat.

A man is seen standing on a field playing a game with one another.

The cricket player hits the ball on the field.

Men are standing in a field playing a game of cricket.
The man hits the ball and hits the ball into the goal.

Ours

Ground-
truth

A boy is sitting in front of the camera,
then he stands up and joins his team.

They are playing volleyball, and we see
him serve the ball numerous times.

The game progresses, the people knocking
the ball back and forth over the net.

A man in a black shirt is standing on the beach.
A man in a black shirt serves the ball on the net.

The men continue to play the game while the camera captures the ball.
A group of people are playing volleyball on a beach.
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Figure 2: More qualitative examples.
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A man is seen standing around a group of
others and bending down to grab a weight.

The man then lifts the weights up onto his
shoulders and ends by throwing it down.

A woman is seen bending
down a set of weights
and begins to lift it.

A woman is seen bending down
on a set of weights and leads into
a large weight lifting weights.

She lifts the weight bar
and lifts it over her head.

A woman is seen bending
down a set of weights
with a large set of weights.
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A man in a red jersey spins around and
throws a ball onto the field in front of him.

People are standing
around watching him.

A man is seen standing in
a large circle holding a
stick.

A man is seen standing in a large
circle and begins spinning around.

We see a man throwing
a hammer throw.

A man is seen standing in
a large circle holding a
stick.
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Two men are crouched
on a frozen lake.

They have drilled a hole through the ice. They use a fishing pole to catch fish
through the hole in the water.

A man is sitting in front of a hole.
A man is sitting in front of a hole.

A close up of a hole is shown followed by a person walking around the ice.
The man pulls the fish out of the hole.
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Figure 3: More qualitative examples.


